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Editor’s

NOTE

his fifth edition of the magazine contains information
that will surely be of interest to those of you who plan,
design and develop motor homes, caravans and mobile homes. Small and large manufacturers describe their strategies, providing information on the technologies their companies are currently using, and presenting their innovative products for initial installations, dedicated to manufacturers of
recreational vehicles worldwide. Aboutcamp BtoB is based in
Italy, and many Italian businesses have immediately understood
the communicative strength of this editorial product. However,
we reach an international public, and we want to assure you
that we will increasingly emerge from our borders, discovering
innovative products and solutions throughout Europe. For now,
calmly read through the in-depth articles included in this edition, to which we’ve also attached a useful calendar specifying
international shows dedicated to recreational vehicles.
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Facts and figures
Usa +12.8%
RV shipments to retailers raced
ahead in October, climbing 29.3%
ahead of September totals and
16.6% above the same month last
year, according to RVIA’s latest monthly survey of RV manufacturers. Year
to date, total shipments have now
reached 277,703 units, 12.8%
ahead of the 246,228 units shipped
in the same ten month period last
year. This latest surge in shipments
all but assures totals for the year will

Europe –6.2%
The European leisure vehicle market ended the 2012-2013 season
with a 6.2 percent sales loss. Motor
caravan sales were off 2.7 percent,
while caravan sales dropped markedly 9.6 percent.
Germany and Norway were the
only countries whose leisure vehicle markets registered an increase
in the period beginning September
2012 and ending August 2013.
Sales in the German market were
up 0.4 percent, while the figure
was 2.8 percent for Norway.
In all, 138,833 new leisure vehicles
were registered in the European
market during the 2012-2013 season. Motor caravan sales remained
stable for the most part with sales
of 71,086 units, whereby the
highest growth in this segment
was registered in Norway and

Austria, where sales were up 13.4
and 8.2 percent respectively.
However, sales of new motor caravans plummeted in Portugal (down
33.7 percent), Portugal (down 25
percent) and Finland (down 23.5
percent). Caravan sales, which
amounted to 67,747 units, were
down in all European markets, the
hardest hit being Italy, Portugal,
Spain and The Netherlands. The

figures show that Germany
remains far and away the number
one leisure vehicle market in
Europe, with 41,525 new leisure
vehicles sold in the 2012-2013 season, a 0.4 percent increase. The UK
was in second place, with 28,069
new vehicles registered (down 2.1
percent), followed by France with
24,207 units sold (down 12.4 percent).
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be the best in six years and provides
an optimistic view of further gains in
2014. In the month-to-month comparison of October 2013 versus
October 2012, double digit gains
were reported in all but one vehicle
category allowing totals to reach
levels not seen in more than eight
years. On a seasonally adjusted basis,
October shipments were at an
annualized rate nearing 380,000
units.
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Let’s hear from …
Paolo Moiola
Established over 37 years ago, CBE is one of Europe’s leading suppliers of electrical and electronic equipment for caravanning and boating
applications. Based in Trento, northern Italy, CBE is a project partner for
motorhome and caravan manufacturers worldwide. The company provides a comprehensive range of electrical components (control panels,
user interfaces, 12V distribution boxes, battery chargers, 230V distribution boxes, and tank level indicators), complementary accessories like
switches, sockets of all kinds, frames and small test/control panels. But
they also focus on wiring harnesses – not just for connecting up CBE
devices but for the entire living compartment. We spoke to Paolo
Moiola, CBE export sales manager
What does CBE specialize in, and what
can you offer camper manufacturers?
Our customers are motorhome manufacturers producing from 20 to 5,000 vehicles a
year. We have two types of service: standard and personalized. The standard service
is for those with relatively low production
volumes; it involves solutions suited to most
motorhomes in production, with standard
wiring to connect our devices together, all
to the highest safety and efficiency standards. Specific requirements often arise for
the components, for which we develop personalized designs by customizing the hardware or software of existing products or by
devising new ones. As for the wiring harnesses, we realized that, to compete in this
market, we had to supply a turnkey solution
tailored to the customer’s needs. Normally,
we go to the customer and capture all their
detailed requirements in situ: where the
electrical devices are, what the installation’s
power ratings and demand are, etc. We can
then design and supply made-to-measure
wiring harnesses of exactly the right dimensions, ready to install, with suitable sections

CBE booth at Düsseldorf Caravan Salon 2013
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to ensure that all the electrical devices receive the right power without voltage drops. If
the customer can design the wiring themselves in-house, then we still aim to work
with them as a partner, not merely a supplier. We arm ourselves with as much information as possible, to obtain a complete
picture of the installations involved, enabling us to propose solutions of optimum
effectiveness and value for money.
Why should a customer choose CBE as
its system supplier? What is special
about CBE?
With nearly 40 years’ experience, CBE is the
only player that has been operating in this
sector for decades in all markets Europewide and beyond. We supply over two
thirds of the premium vehicle manufacturers, and we are leaders in the medium-high
bracket, too. With such a strong presence in
the premium segment, we are ideally placed
to introduce innovations, which then become available in the lower-cost price bands,
as well. This is undoubtedly a valuable and
genuinely unique selling point. We know

from experience how motorhome manufacturers think and operate, because we work
with them directly, not through agents,
distributors, or representatives. We understand the production arena and the market
that our customers operate in, so we can
offer designs that help to optimize the use
of time and labor involved in fitting out a
motorhome. And naturally, this translates
into reduced costs. With the data, designs
and developments that we have produced
over the years for camper manufacturers all
over the globe, we can offer simply unrivalled experience to our customers, large and
small alike. We see ourselves as long-term
partners; we are not interested in quickand-dirty relationships with our customers
based on cheap prices and short-termism.
On the contrary, we prefer to develop a
serious offering that reflects our standards
and that provides a best fit between the
materials and technologies available and
the customer’s budget. Through our extensive experience in this sector, we fully
understand the context that our products fit
in to: we know what a motorhome is made

CBE booth at Salone del Camper 2013
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of, how it is built, and which problems arise
during the manufacturing process; and we
appreciate the after-sales and end-user
needs.
How do you normally acquire a new
customer? How do you present your
offering and move the relationship forward?
In logistical terms, the wiring harness is the
second most important component, after
the chassis, that the manufacturer needs to
take care of. Without the wiring, you cannot even start to build the motorhome. So
you need a supplier that not only delivers
on time but also operates to guaranteed
high quality standards – for reworking the
electrics in a finished motorhome is a long
and costly business. That is why we are
keenly aware of many manufacturers’ concerns and reluctance about changing supplier for this key component of any recreational vehicle. We normally start our relationship with a new customer by supplying
standard components and cables. Later,
when the customer has fully tested our products and appreciated their quality and
reliability, we are called back to develop and
supply the entire wiring system. Whether
produced in-house or purchased from
external suppliers, wiring harness is typically a substantial cost for a camper manufacturer, a cost that is hard to drive down.
Indeed, calling on suppliers from the automotive or industrial-vehicles sectors is not
an option, because our segment is too small
and the delivery timeframes are too short.
CBE, together with our affiliate companies,
is one of the very few businesses anywhere
in Europe that specialize in wiring for
recreational vehicles. That’s why we have
not only the experience but also a manufacturing system with the agility, promptness
and flexibility to cater for large and small
orders alike.
Which issues do you need to take into
account when designing a motorhome
wiring system?
First, we need to get to know the customer
and their manufacturing approach. It is
important to visit their production department for our technicians to learn about the
electrical devices installed, the construction
technology used, and the cable routing.
CBE normally adapts to the customer’s existing approach: clearly, we cannot expect
them to build their motorhome around our
wiring harness; rather, our wiring harness
must fit into their system. Naturally, we try
to suggest, for example, an arrangement
that we believe would offer the best tradeoff between efficiency (f.e. in terms of
recharging the battery for the services when
the vehicle is in motion) and reduced wiring
costs. Indeed, if the equipment is some
distance away, then you need longer, fatter
cables, which tend to be more expensive.

Getting the right cable size is vital. We
often find that not even our customers realize just how many meters of wiring their
vehicles contain. In fact, an average motorhome has over 500 meters’ worth, but
without optimization, this can even stretch to
800, and what a waste of money that is …
Electronics are continually developing
and evolving. What is your company
doing to support your customers over
the long term?
We have been in the business for nearly 40
years. Our components are used in over
250,000 motorhomes, counting jobs done
since 2000 alone. That’s a huge number of
vehicles with our equipment; and of course, by their very nature, the electronic components have not always been designed to
last for decades. If we have kept going this
long, there must be a good reason. We
want our OEM customers to know that
CBE is a partner that does not forget about
its products once the customer has paid for
them. We continue to support even our
oldest products, through both technical
advice and repairs. We believe that a
motorhome manufacturer’s reputation
depends partly on how it looks after used
vehicles, and this effort is impossible
without support from the OEM-component
supplier. For us at CBE, after-sales support
is vitally important; without a shadow of
doubt, it is also one of our strengths. When
we attend a trade fair, we are looking not
only to meet people on a B2B level but also

to talk to the public. Although CBE does
not sell direct to end users, and the aftermarket accounts for no more than 10% of
our total revenue, we are keen to reach out
to the public. We often find them an interesting source of ideas, along with the odd
grumble, which all helps us refresh and
refine our offering.
How important are people in CBE
Group?
Like other OEM suppliers (such as those
that build the mechanical core), we supply
customers that are in competition with
each other. It is important for our company
to handle confidential information properly
and to ensure that the person dealing with
the customer is a skilled professional with
deep knowledge of the sector and the ability to fully grasp each customer’s specific
requirements. Those who represent CBE in
dealings with our clients are operational
staff; they are the company’s heart and
soul. They are professionals who know the
history of this industry, who see the whole
picture, from the most economic vehicle
model up to luxury maxi motorhomes
costing 300,000 euros that have been (or
will be) fitted with every system under the
sun, for which every conceivable problem
has already been anticipated and solved. In
short, the CBE management team knows
its business inside out, because they live
and breathe caravanning and they have
been working in CBE with dedication and
skill for at least a decade.
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Thanks Caravan Salon Düsseldorf
At the Caravan Salon in Duesseldorf 2013, CTA was present with its own stand located in pavilion 13 dedicated to the
manufactures of camper accessories

The new catalog concept

t the Caravan Salon in
Duesseldorf 2013, builders
and clients were able to
appreciate the technical characteristics and advantages of the
different product lines during this
important trade exposition, such as seat
swivels, TV brackets, rear ladders and carriers.
CTA also presented its new catalog of products for
2014, which is divided into two main components:
the first part is aimed at builders and presents in a
clear manner the anchoring systems for safety
belts, while the second part is aimed at aftermarket and details seat swivels, TV brackets,
rear ladders and carriers.

A

Dario Bellezze - Sales Manager

Isofix, in cooperation with
onsidering the eminent application of rule R14 which goes into effect probably
in the month of November 2014, the Isofix system has had considerable success
with many European builders who have used CTA to obtain technical information about the new VR 2014 range” said Dario Bellezze, Sales Manager for CTA.
The new European standards require all manufacturers to use an adaptation of the anchoring
systems and swivel seats. CTA has already adapted its internal product standards for accessories, while it is currently in the process of adapting its anchoring structures to integrate the car
safety seats. Isofix in collaboration with Inglesina, an industry leader in the manufacture of
baby accessories all over Europe, is working to integrate their infant car seats into their design.
CTA will propose a unified structure for all infant safety seat manufacturers, which will integrate a universal or semi-universal baby seat, whose major difference is the anchoring points.

“C

Roof Racks move to your needs

he CTA automotive roof racks have been adapted to the new refined and modern RV
designs are made of anodized aluminum extrusion. Thanks to the modular structure
of its carriers, CTA products are extremely versatile and allow different components to be configured according to a camper’s particular needs taking into account the
available roof space. The thickness and length of side bars and cross bars are unified
and also conform a solid structure that allows extreme versatility in its initial configuration or any future variations that the camper may require. The side bars
have channels that allow the positioning of different cross bars along its entire
length. The upper part of the racks can accommodate a rubber profile, which
improves grip on the load, while the unused parts can be fitted with all fix screws
for installation of solar panels, roof boxes, antennas, boat loaders and or any type
of desired accessory. The aluminum bars come in standard 2, 2.5 of 3 meter
lengths and terminals are available in blue, black, white or gray.

T
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Revolutionary feature Quick Fixing
ight weight, very
solid, easy to
install LCD bracket which has given it an
advantage in the market.
They are manufactured in
steel or aluminium, with
the majority of the
moving parts insulated
with a special material to
minimize friction between
metal components, which allows
the television monitor to be positioned in a simple and fluid way, which
reduces unnecessary manual operations. The CTA catalogue includes a wide
gamut of LCD Brackets, with over 30 models, which can accommodate the largest
and heaviest loads securely. The latest innovation in
these accessories allows the user to easily
disconnect and move the monitor to different
locations in the motor home. This revolutionary and versatile feature is called
“QUICK FIXING” and allows the monitor to be easily) moved from the bedroom to the living room or veranda in
seconds with a simple click. It is possible to
move the screen inside the home, after the vacation is over without the use of any tools, perhaps
placing it in the children’s bedroom at home, or
any other room of the house. The LCD brackets
adjust to any configuration in the interior of the
motor home offering many different options
such as: revolving wall mount, sliding, ceiling
with sliding plan, ceiling mount with guides,
table mounting with vertical sliding and many
more.Press office The new TV LCD brackets have
been designed to be easy to install and very versatile in their positioning as well as in the way they
are attached, taking into account its possible use
within the camper on the interior walls or on the
brackets, so that the screws are invisible, thus improving the
aesthetics. The TV brackets are made of anodized aluminum
with a refined design and elegant profile adjustable to any
type or brand of LCD television.

L

Company Profile

TA Srl has 35 years experience in the automo-

C

tive market, much of which was dedicated to

converting vehicles and manufacturing special
order metal structures of various types. Its main
customer base is automobile manufacturers who
require design work, out sourcing manufacturing,
or post-sales assistance. The vast experience and
organizational capacity of the company has propelled its rapid growth. The technical design team has
conducted many innovative studies to meet the
needs of its customers for technological advances.
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Safety, quality and design
combine in campervan seats
FASP has an extensive range of seats, benches and accessories for leisure vehicles. Their elegant, sturdy, comfortable products
have passed all the legally mandatory tests, guaranteeing optimum safety

ince entering the recreational-vehicle
sector in 1970, FASP has become a
leading producer of seats, benches,
swivel plates, and other accessories. The firm
has an enviable reputation in the van industry for its benches that convert to beds.
These products have revolutionized the sector, inspiring the “full-time” vehicle genre
while offering comfy, safe multipurpose
seats that are easy to install. FASP has attended the international RV trade fairs for over

S

thirty years and vaunts a comprehensive product range from luxurious individual seats
with integrated belts to double benches specially designed for dinettes. All items are
made in-house; the company’s production
facilities span 8,000 square meters (3,800 of
which indoors). The sundry production
departments include the workshop – where
the structures are built using modern, efficient equipment including three robotized
welding lines – and the pre-forming depar-

506 (507) / 509
MODEL BENCHES
Benches with integrated 3-point belts and
a folding mechanism to create a bed.
Without the rear pole supporting the belts,
the new benches occupy less space inside
the vehicle than the old 503–505 ranges.
They come complete with a side-sliding
mechanism to enlarge the bed and longitudinal runners to adjust the backrest. They
are available in various widths to accommodate 2 or 3 people. The 509 series has
armrests as standard. It also includes ISOFIX
anchor points, enabling your little ones to
travel in complete safety.
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tment, where the seat padding and coverings are made. They have a
new lab for crash and robustness tests run by a sophisticated computer system, enabling FASP to perform the strength and safety tests inhouse for certification by the relevant authorities.
«Quality and safety are the top priorities in our company strategy explains Alex De Giacomi, FASP general manager - Our seats are fitted
to vehicles of various kinds: not only campers but also ambulances,
buses, fire engines, and vehicles for disabled people. With such a wide
market, we have consolidated our business in the domestic and overseas market, investing in modern production technologies, in researching and developing advanced, top-quality products, and in highly
trained personnel, making safety our primary concern. Regarding the
latest European-Union standards, in October 2009 we introduced an
innovative system for strength and other testing for our seats. It is controlled by latest-generation software and kept continually up to date
according to the test parameters demanded by law. We have been DIN
EN ISO 9001–certified since 2000, and we have obtained Italian
Ministry of Transport certification for producing our products in series».
FASP is well known for its rear benches, notably the 506- and 507series models with adjustable backrests, which can quickly be converted into a double bed, and the 509 bench, also convertible directly into
a bed. The key innovation in this product, with its integrated 3-point
safety belts, is that it eliminates the central pole. And so, two years
ago, the old 503 model was replaced by the new 506 bench, with
improvements not just in its appearance, through the introduction of
molded padding, but also in the use of space within the vehicle, being
more compact now that the rear pole supporting the belts has been
removed. The benches can also slide forward and back, to adjust the
backrest, and side to side, to widen the bed (by approx. 300 mm). The
range comes in various widths, from 800 to 1,200 mm. This year has
seen the launch of the 509 model, a step forward from the 505 and
convertible into a bed independently.
«Within the recreational-vehicle segment, to complement our range of
rear benches - continues Alex De Giacomi - we have developed a collection of linings for original seats, dedicated to both the aftermarket
and the original-equipment arena, to enhance the original seat’s comfort and looks. Nowadays, the mechanics of the commercial vehicles on
which campers are based have highly advanced, comfortable seats as
standard; they are amply adjustable with headrests and often even
lumbar supports. We meet the needs of the motorhome sector, for
which we produce superior functional yet attractive seats. Besides
having very comfy cushions, our seats are fully adjustable, taking
account of the specific needs of the motorhome environment, with
quick-lowering backrests to make way for the drop-down bed. And we
can also make custom products to client specifications. It is all hallmarked by the strictly Made-in-Italy design that is known and loved the
world over».
FASP products are becoming not just smaller but lighter, too. The use
of lightweight steel alloys allows further weight savings of up to 10%,
without compromising on structural strength or durability. Meanwhile,
FASP benches have also completed the testing needed for use with
ISOFIX fittings, mandatory from 2014.

635 MODEL

640 MODEL

Seat with integrated 3-point
belt. Features:
- adjustable backrest and arms
- back with integrated headrest
- runners
- tubular steel frame
- M1 tested
Options available:
- swivel plate
- seat-cushion angle adjuster
- height adjuster
- choice of upholstery
- adjustable lumbar support
- heater
- vibrating massage

Seat with integrated 3-point belt.
Features:
- adjustable backrest and arms
- back with integrated headrest
- runners
- tubular steel frame
- M1 tested
Options available:
- swivel plate
- seat-cushion angle adjuster
- height adjuster
- choice of upholstery
- adjustable lumbar support
- heater
- vibrating massage

630.6118 MODEL

510.6196 MODEL

Seat with integrated 3-point
belt. Features:
- adjustable backrest and arms
- height-adjustable headrest
- runners
- tubular steel frame
- M1 tested
Options available:
- swivel plate
- seat-cushion angle adjuster
- height adjuster
- choice of upholstery
- adjustable lumbar support
- heater
- vibrating massage

Two-seater unit with individual
seats on frame with 3-point
safety belts. The two seats
have runners, and the central
seat can be moved
manually towards the
vehicle corridor for greater convenience. Each
seat has an adjustable backrest. Optional armrests.
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Specialists in surface finishings
Filippi Legnami specializes in finishing wood-based panels for furniture and
interior finishings for campers, caravans and mobile homes. The company
offers a comprehensive selection of media and finishes on finish paper,
Alkorcell, PVC and PP. In addition, it produces laminates for tabletops and kitchen surfaces in HPL and CPL using its veneering-press system, while offering sliced-wood veneer for top-of-the-range motor homes. It has a painting
line with IR lamps and air percussion dryer dedicated to camper and caravan
floors. With the new digital press, personalized panels can now be created

Giorgio Levoni - Francesca Filippi

e position ourselves as an
alternative high-quality supplier in the caravanning market, combining the effectiveness and experience of a company with over 40 years in the
business with the flexibility and responsiveness of a well-organized but small-medium
enterprise”, says Francesca Filippi, sales manager at Filippi Legnami. “For us, it is axiomatic
that quality must match the standards of the
most demanding customers, and we complement that with remarkable flexibility. In times
like these, when recreational-vehicle and
mobile-home manufacturers struggle to
make medium- or long-term plans, we can
handle orders with just a few weeks’ notice.
Our great agility comes from a swift, streamlined decision-making process and a compact,
highly skilled management team that is thoroughly familiar with each step and procedu-

“W
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re in creating the finished product, storing
and shipping it. All customer orders – even for
small or personalized production runs – are
coordinated efficiently, from order-management through to production and logistics.
And we have over 1,000 cubic meters of raw
material available at stock. We are one of the

few firms, if not the only one, that vaunts
such a wide choice of media and finishings;
and now, with our new digital printing machine, we can even offer custom-tailored products”. Francesca Filippi deals directly with the
customers, but she is no mere figurehead of
the owner family: her personal approach,

Contacts:
Francesca Filippi
francesca@filippilegnami.com

Digital Printing
igital printing onto the
paper covering used to
finish a panel is a new service in 2013. A high-tech plotter can
print decorative paper with any design or
motif devised by the customer or selected
from the patterns suggested by the creatives at Filippi Legnami. This highly customizable service is available even for lowvolume orders. Thus even small players
can offer exclusive, unique furniture pieces to their customers. But finishing with
personalized paper can have other applications: e.g. the same motif can be reproduced in alternative sizes. This can be
handy, for instance, when using motifs
featuring wood graining with knots or
burled effects. The design will be sized
appropriately for the panel’s intended
function and thus can be different for
wardrobe doors and for the drawers of a
nightstand, for example. This application
is very useful not only in the caravanning
world but also in the nautical arena and
for furnishing applications.

D

allied to an in-depth knowledge of the
whole business, enables her to connect with every department in Filippi Legnami. Filippi Legnami is based near
Bergamo in Lombardy, northern Italy, a few miles from the
city of Milan in the heart of the country’s poplar-production
area. Multilayered poplar panel is the company’s medium of
choice for finishing and veneering, because of its lightness,
durability and ease of application. With a raw material like
poplar, in an area where it is available at very high quality,
the finished product can be manufactured to a superb standard. What’s more, poplar cultivation is supported by the
FAO as an environmentally sustainable activity. With facilities
spanning 15,000 sq m – 6,000 of which indoors – Filippi
Legnami dedicates one of its largest sheds (a 3,000-sq-m
building) to finishing panels primarily for the RV sector. Here,
a modern calender system, supported by conveyor belts and
systems for handling and automatic storage of the finished
products, is behind the firm’s high production capacity.
Indeed, annual production reaches 10,000 cubic meters of
finished panels and laminates, plus the same volume from
the new melamine-veneering system, and a further 10,000
cubic meters of sandwich panels. Another of Filippi
Legnami’s key strengths is the great variety of possible combinations of panels made using different technologies (HDF,
MDF and particleboard), plywood and multilayered panels
made with different types of wood (e.g. poplar, ilomba and
poplar twin, MDF and poplar twin, Meranti/Lauan plywood,
and flexible Fromager plywood) and the huge choice of
designs and motifs created on finish paper, Alkorcell®, CPL,
PVC and PP. Filippi Legnami specializes not only in finishing
panels but also in veneering wood-based panels with HPL
and CPL laminates to make tabletops and kitchen surfaces
in the RV sector. This work is done in a dedicated production
area with hot- and cold-press systems that can be deployed
on panels up to 3,700 x 1,850 mm in size. The system can
also perform sliced-wood veneering, a technology used for
superior-quality motor-home or luxury-yacht furniture.
Another process that Filippi Legnami offers recreationalvehicle manufacturers is painting in black the panel used as
the lower part of the floor. This technique, involving waterbased paints and drying with IR lamps and hot-air percussion dryers, protects the wood against atmospheric agents,
leaving it resistant to fungi and molds.

Company Profile
business with over 40 years’ trading under its belt, Filippi
Legnami launched a range of finishing treatments exclusively
for the recreational-vehicle sector in 2000. Filippi Legnami’s finished panels have been used by camper, caravan and mobile-home
manufactures the world over. In 2013, the partnership with entrepreneur Giorgio Levoni opened up a fresh phase of consolidation
and expansion. Initiatives have included the launch of a new product range employing digital printing for personalized panel decoration. In addition, January 2014 will see the opening of a new
department with a pressing line producing panels with melamine
paper. Using latest-generation register technology, the company
will be able to create finishings featuring 3D-effect surfaces combining an innovative tactile experience with high resistance to
abrasion, scratches, wear and light. The London Surface Design
Show (4–6 February 2014) will witness the official unveiling of
these innovations to the furniture and design world.

A
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Natural cool comfort
for RVs and mobile homes
Ital Colven’s range of evaporative air coolers is also of interest to the original-equipment sector, where its Viesa
Holiday III model is already used by several major Italian camper manufacturers. For recreational-vehicle and
mobile-home makers worldwide, the company offers 2 product ranges that are ideally suited for the OEM: the
Viesa Holiday III evaporative air cooler for campers and caravans, to fit in porthole-window openings, and the
Viesa Internal II vertically mounted evaporative air cooler, perfect for mobile homes

iesa Holiday III
is an Italianmade cooler
that uses water evaporation to create a
natural and immediate sense of comfort and wellbeing.
Essentially, it encourages
the evaporation of moisture
from the skin, thus removing
excess heat from the body. This approach differs from that of conventional coolers, which cool the surrounding air and reduce the temperature in the entire space. Excellent product quality, allied to smart
sales and marketing strategies, has sparked a real commercial success
story Europewide. The Viesa Holiday project was initially driven by
Colven, the Argentine multinational with 27 manufacturing bases
across the globe. In 2010, the group asked Italy to develop and produce this, the third generation of the Holiday product. That is how
Ital Colven came into being. The firm’s base is a 1500-m2 factory just
outside Florence; half of the space is dedicated to production, while
the rest is split between warehousing and offices. “What underlay
this decision”, explains Alejandro Jacquet, Ital Colven general manager, “was the need to optimize the experience accrued over the years
in the Italian and European market while bringing external players
into the development process. In an increasingly demanding market,
it is vital to use high-quality suppliers that can become real partners
in the project. Italy is certainly
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not competitive on cost; we have always prided ourselves on quality,
innovation and expertise – not cheapness. Italy has many small and
medium-sized companies staffed by highly experienced professionals.
Materials can be bought anywhere, but ideas and know-how cannot.
Indeed, our success is founded on a remarkable partnership with our
suppliers, installers and customers”.
Today, Holiday III is known and appreciated by camping and caravanning enthusiasts all around the world for its exclusive features that set
it apart from any other cooler on the market. Italy’s experience with
supplying original equipment to several leading camper manufacturers has been very positive. Indeed, Ital Colven has directly trained the
dealers to operate as service centers for the Viesa product. For example, an Italian manufacturer has used Holiday III in its standard production as both an original-equipment and an aftermarket product.
In the aftermarket scenario, the manufacturer places the order, and
Ital Colven then ships directly to the dealer responsible for installing
it. The camper or caravan manufacturer therefore needs no warehouse space, as Ital Colven takes care of the supply logistics itself.
The spare parts are handled in the same way, too.
“Holiday III offers numerous benefits. First of all, it works on a natural principle,” continues Alejandro Jacquet. “Electricity consumption
is minimal compared to a classic cooler (60 Watt as against over 1000
for an ordinary cooler), so it can be used liberally both on the move
and when the vehicle is parked. In addition, doors and windows can
be left open when the system is in use, which is a real boon for lovers
of open-air travel. And at many campsites, the lack of adequate
power supplies can put conventional coolers off limits”.

Viesa Holiday III
Consumption of current (12 Volt):
Water consumption:
Weight:
Size:

Airflow:
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Min – 1.3 Ah – 15.6 Watt / hour
Max – 5.8 Ah – 69.6 Watt / hour
0.5–1.5 liters / hour
19 kg
Height: 21 cm
Length: 83 cm
Width: 75 cm
Max 19 cubic meters / minute

Contacts:
Alejandro Jacquet
direzione@italcolven.com

Viesa Internal II – a perfect solution for mobile homes

iesa Internal II is a compact evaporative air cooler encased in
a vertical shell suitable for various applications (boating, working vehicles, etc.) and ideal for use in mobile homes. It can
be fitted on an internal wall and is connected to the outside through
two 100-mm-diameter holes, one acting as an air inlet. The Internal
II works by lowering the perceived temperature, i.e. the heat that
your body feels. It is all down to evaporation, encouraged by a ventilation system with 8 power settings and a control unit with digital
display to manage all its functions. The filter is kept dry automatically, to prevent the water from becoming stagnant. The system has
short-circuit protection and its own motor. “The main benefit of our
technology is that it fosters natural, healthy wellbeing. Our evaporative air coolers do not dry out the air; they purify it through a filter
system and circulate it at just the right moisture level”, says Alejandro
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Company Profile
tal Colven, a branch of the
Argentine group Colven, was
set up in 2011 in Italy to produce coolers in the Viesa Holiday,
Viesa Kompressor and My Viesa
ranges. It is ISO 9001–certified.
Colven was founded in 1972 in
Argentina and is now a multinational business with 27 sites worldwide. The group brands include: the Vigia ranges of engine
protectors and tire calibrators;
the Viesa lines of eco-friendly
evaporation coolers and compressor air conditioners; and
Vitran tire-control systems.
Products built by Colven and its
branches are used in all sectors
of the automotive industry, from
recreational, commercial and
industrial vehicles to agricultural
machinery, earth-moving equipment, motor cars, motorcycles,
motorboats and off-roaders.

I

Jacquet. “Another particularly important
benefit for mobile-home users is the much
lower power consumption: up to 80%
less than a normal cooler. Clearly,
especially when mobile homes are
hired out and the users leave the air conditioning on around the clock, the savings
are incredible. What’s more, the Internal II is
very easy to maintain, because the system
has no gas, no condensers, and no compressors. Any campsite maintenance operative
can easily troubleshoot any issues without
inconvenience to users. Each unit costs around
600 euros to the mobile-home manufacturer,
and each space requires its own unit. That may seem a
lot compared to the sale price of some traditional ‘trial’ units, but the
purchase cost is offset in next to no time by the energy savings”.

Internal II
Consumption of current (12 Volt):
Consumption of current (24 Volt):
Water consumption:
Size:

Airflow:

Min – 1.3 Ah - Max – 6.8 Ah
Min – 0.7 Ah - Max – 4 Ah
0.5–1.5 liters / hour
Height: 50 cm
Depth: 25 cm
Width: 53 cm
Max 19 cubic meters / minute

Viesa evaporative air coolers

Viesa coolers work by evaporation: they cool the air through water evaporation. They
generate a flow of cool air that lowers the ambient and perceived temperatures, stabilizes humidity levels, and fosters natural wellbeing.
Evaporative technology is:
- natural, because it exploits the same principle used by the human body to achieve comfort
- healthy, because it neither creates cold draughts nor dries out the air (it maintains some
humidity)
- economical, because it consumes up to 80% less than a traditional system
- environmentally friendly, because it uses no gas, no oils, and no other chemical agents.
Evaporative air coolers work by lowering the perceived temperature, i.e. the heat that your
body feels. The cooling process starts with the evaporation of water from the filter surfaces,
thus lowering the temperature. The cooled air then enters the cabin at an optimal relative
humidity of 40–60% and at very low density. Stabilizing the internal relative humidity is
important, for when the air is too damp, it is harder – even impossible – for sweat to evaporate.
Similarly, feeding in humid air at low density (i.e. with tiny nebulized droplets 0.002 microns
across) enables the moisture to be distributed over a larger surface, facilitating faster evaporation. Evaporation is further encouraged by the forced ventilation from the cooler.

I
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Sede legale: Via Cavour 74 - 20026 Novate Milsanese (MI) – Italy
Sede operativa ed esposizione: Via Gramsci N°61 20026 Novate Milanese (Mi)
Tel +39 02 226636838 - www.mondopickup.it - ufficio@mondopickup.it - www.mondopickup.com

Necessity: mother of invention
Mondo PickUp, after 20 years of experience in slide-on campers for Pick Up, has started to produce some special
technical components including Hidro Toilet, IWT Tank, customizable blinders and mosquito nets
ondoPickUp, is an Italian company
specialized in the construction of
living moduls in composite materials for PickUp. The owner, Mr Luca Zacco,
for over 20 years, has sought to develop new
and innovative techniques. MondoPickUp
has very demanding customers, who wants
to use living moduls, also in extreme conditions, without sacrificing quality, comfort,
reliability and elegance.
“Everythingh I produce, is the result of research and personal experiments – tells Mr
Luca Zacco - Since 1990, working as a distributor and as service center for several
brands, I experienced the problems of the
Living modules and I’vetried to improve the
characteristics. Thanks to the experienceacquired, in 2006, I put on the market my
Living Modul Musica, embarking on a path
of development and experimentation that is
still going on. On Musica, I was able to apply
many innovative ideas that emerged, in part
from my previous experience as a technician,
in part from my customer tips and my personal tests. For example: to facilitate the modul’s loading and unloading, I have devised a
special lifting system with 4 Aluminum electromechanical conical pins operated by a
wireless remote control and a coupling
system on anti-vibration pads with electromechanical lock. For Musica’s interior, I have
devised a variable volume Toilet, that can be
extended, increasing its volume and a special
equipped hard wall toilet called HIDRO.
Hidro toilet, has aroused the interest of some
manufacturers of recreational vehicles and
motorhomes. Innovative and unique are also
my blinds with mosquito nets, which are
distinguished from other products for quality
and reliability.The blinders, have an excellent
insulating capacity, while the mosquito nets
have an anti pollen dense mesh. Also the

M
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IWT tank, was very much appreciate. This
particular tank, has the dark water tank
which includes a lot for drinking water, allowing to have two tanks in one”.

Hard Wall Toilet HIDRO
Dimensions:Height: cm 193 – Widht: cm
73 – Depth: cm 56 – The upper part of
the structure can be shaped and reduced, according to the size of the place
where it should be inserted.
HIDRO Toilet is a mono-formed structure
with a modern and ergonomic design, made
with the Thermoforming technique in
Abs+Methacrylate, with a thickness of 7
mm, which ensure to the structure a high
level of resistance to stresses and temperatures.
The surface is bright, anti-scratch and selfcleaning. HIDRO with few and simple steps
can be easily inserted in Campers, motorhomes and slide on campers for PickUp.
HIDRO, complete with its components, can
be easily inserted and fixed in the spaces
destined to the toilet, providing a significant
advantage to the operator, which can optimize the processing time and avoid the use
of equipment, which might damage the toilet’s finish. According to the available space,
can be added a shower tray made with thermoforming techniques, machining plasticwelded, stainless steel or composite materials. HIDRO, can also be supplied, in a version with a variable volume shower box and
a fixed or sliding shower tray. HIDRO’s components: a C200-Thetfort Cassette with 17
liters dark recovery tank with manual or
automated removable drain, it can be extracted form the back or the sides of the structu-

re. Moreover, it can
contain a macerator, that pumping
liquids at a distance, is a practical
alternative to the
manual emptying
system. A fixed
Thermoformed
washbasin. A recliner sink made with
Composite materials, Nylon substrates and mirror polished
Stainless Steel. The sink has a refine and
modern design with customizable finish and
painting.When, it is not in use, fits perfectly
into the structure, leaving available the
Cassette area. The sink, lowered, can be
used as a shelf. The sink is complete with a
sphere shape siphon. The direct discharge
into the fixed sink, avoid the presence of
external pipes. An Impact-resistant plastic
mirror, placed in the front part of the structure, Water mixer and a Stainless Steel mirror
polished glove compartments. HYDRO can
be completed with a set of components and
options. “Among all the applications I've
added”- Tells Luca Zacco – “there is also a
whirlpool systemcomplete with chromotherapy”

HIDRObox360°
Pre-staged Shower -Toilet box, minimum
dimensions: H 193 x W 80x D 60 .
HIDROBOX 360°, thanks to the variety of its
materials and construction techniques, can
be used in many areas including: vehicles,
motorhomes, garages, gardens, pools and
also homes, as elegant en-suite bathroom.

Contacts:
Luca Zacco – general manager
info@mondopickup.com

IWT TANK
ondoPickUp, had devised IWT Tank (integrated water tank)
to solve the problem of lack of space inside living modules.
IWT Tank, is a rigid tank that contain a Pvc bag. The internal limp tank, if is filled with drinking water, will take the form of larger tank . As the water is drawn, the internal tank will return to its
initial volume freeing up space in the rigid tank to accommodate the
wastewater. This solution, can solve several problems: first of all
allows to have two tanks in one tank, if it is positioned internally
avoids the problems of freezing, facilitates the vehicle’s weight balancing and improves the assembly and draining time of the water tank.
“IWT tank, is a system for which a patent application has been submitted - tells Mr Luca Zacco- the plastic tanks can be produced in any
form, even the most complex, with certified welding”.

M

Customizable frames complete with mosquito nets and blinds

ondoPickUp Components, manufactures a range of frames complete with mosquito nets and pleated blinds. All
the frames are made of Aluminum, lightweigh and stylish
profiles, painted in different colors. The sliding system is secured by
stainless steel rollers, triple tensioning springs with a wide range of
mechanical adjustments to ensure the correct level of fluidity and
the minimum degree of wear over the time. Inside of the turnbuckles there are ball bearings to calibrate the travel of the sliding. The
darkening surface in technical material and Aluminum interior coated, ensures excellent thermal insulation thanks to the double pleated system with insulating air chamber. This system, gives the
surface a considerable degree of rigidity, even in the case in which
the blind is subjected to air currents or wind. The coupling between mosquito net is accurate and efficient, thanks to the guides in
which the system runs with precision and the magnet. The scrolling
can be done at any angle, either horizontally or vertically and blinds
and mosquito nets stop at the desired point. Both blinds and
mosquito netswith tick mesh with pollen are customizable in colors. «I haven’t found in the current market, a product that was suitable for my
needs. For this reasons I created a new product - tells Mr Luca Zacco – Today I can create any size frames, for any type and any size of windows.
The customization is complete and involves also the frame’s color, the blinds and mosquito nets. The mosquito nets anti-pollen system has been
tested in Australia, where there are a lot of tiny insects. Not even the smallest insects are able to cross the barrier of our screens, not even trying
to fit between the frame and mosquito net. The particular pleated shape, in fact, gives rigidity to the mosquito net that adheres perfectly to the
guides in the chassis preventing any intrusion».

M

Company Profile
ondoPickUp, was founded in
1990 as sales and assistance center for Living Modules.
In 2006, the owner created his living
modul Musica, made with the use of
molds from which is exctrated a monococque. The structure is made with the

M

use of Vinyl-epoxyester resins, Biaxial
Fiberglass, Carbon with vacuum infusion stratification and heat- treated, to
achieve the highest levels of lighteness,
strength and stability over the time.
The furniture is made using the most
advances technologies and thelightest

materials to optimize the degree of
finish. The intention of the manufacturer, is to create a product with modern
and ergonomic design, but at the same
time with the elegance, the comfort
and the roominess typical of the marine environments.
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An innovation-filled September
Project 2000 has attended the Düsseldorf Caravan Salon and the Salone del Camper in Parma. In Germany, they
unveiled as many as 13 brand-new products to the public and trade visitors. At the Italian fair, they won a major
award and held two public technical meetings at the Agorà della Tecnica technical forum
roject 2000 has concluded the demanding domestic and
international fair season in style. With its own stands at both
the Düsseldorf Caravan Salon and Parma’s Salone del
Camper, this year Project 2000 presented a whole host of innovations, the fruits of a long and painstaking R&D effort. The new catalogue contains a full 13 new items, all on public display during the

P

autumn fairs. One of them
won Project 2000 the
“Salone
del
Camper
Award” in the Accessories
& Components category at
the Parma event, namely
the innovative multipurpose bed, model no. 12658.
During the Italian fair,
Project 2000 had the
opportunity to meet visitors
in the technical forum,
where sales manager Lorenzo Manni gave two seminars all about the
company’s technical innovations for greater comfort on recreational
vehicles. Indeed, many of the solutions used on campers bear the
Project 2000 hallmark: from the electric bike carrier and the vertical
storage area in the rear compartment to the automatic system for lifting gas cylinders, from the panoramic door to the retractable electric TV holder, and from the system for loading rubber dinghies and
small boats onto the camper’s roof to the famous electrical and electronic steps. Not to mention the bed-height adjusters, which have
changed camper enthusiasts’ way of living and introduced new
trends to the sector.

From single bed to double in a trice
he 12672 is a variable-height bed for more compact vehicles. The bed base retracts when not in use, courtesy of
an asymmetric slat arrangement, virtually halving its
width. The bed-base extension movement is manual, while the
lifting system is electric, based on technology proven on Project
2000’s other beds. The 12672 has two lateral runners to ensure
stability and also needs a means of supporting the portion of the
base when extended. The maximum load capacity is 300 kg static and 60 kg when lifting. The descending motion is vertical and
fully adjustable. Manual operation is also possible.

T

The new 12671, specially for compact vehicles
roject 2000 presents its new electrical bed-lifting system, with a bed
base that folds into a “cranked”
position. It is ideal for compact vehicles
without the room for a standard dropdown bed. Part of the 12671’s base is
not fixed, to adapt to the curvature of
the vehicle ceiling, thus using less space.
The lifting system has a motor anchored
under the base to wind and unwind four belts. The “cranked” section opens in synchrony with the lowering movement, through two specially designed tensioning belts. The
maximum load capacity is 300 kg static and 60 kg when lifting. The descending motion
is vertical and fully adjustable. Manual operation is also possible.

P
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Contacts:
Davide Nardini - General Manager - davide@project-2000.it
Lorenzo Manni - Technical Sales Manager - commerciale@project-2000.it

Notin the first to put its faith in the 12658
rench firm Notin, famed for its high-end products, is the first
manufacturer to fit the new multipurpose bed from Project 2000.
The vehicle in question is one of Notin’s entry-level models, the
Progress Almeria, a low-profile coachbuilt motorhome on a Fiat Ducato
chassis. 749 cm long, its layout features a Project 2000 adjustable-height
foldaway bed (the 12600 model) in the front area, an “L”-shaped kitchen in the center, and a large rear bedroom with central bed and independent services, with shower cubicle opposite the WC. The spacious
bedroom’s centerpiece is the 12658
bed by Project
2000. Besides allowing easy access to
the space underneath (simply by folding the base up),
the bed offers adjustable raising backrests for a comfy bedtime read, while freeing
up space in the bedroom. But the most useful feature is undoubtedly the ability to
alter its height, bringing into play a garage / storage compartment with external
access and variable volume. During journeys, the bed is in the raised position, leaving enough space in the garage to carry a motorcycle. When the camper is parked, the bed can be lowered again for easy, convenient access.

F

The Salone del Camper Award

compartment under the bed during transit,
without compromising on the comfort and
accessibility of a low bed when the vehicle is
parked;
- fold open the lower part of the bed base to
an angle of 114 degrees, allowing quick and
easy access to the storage area beneath;
- raise the backrest into one of five set positions and move the bed base back along an
approximately 220-mm run. Thus, users can
adjust their position to read or watch television in comfort, while moving back the bed
creates space in the bedroom.
roject 2000 has won the “Salone del
Camper Award” at the Parma fair in
the Accessories & Components category for its innovative multipurpose bed,
model no. 12658. In a private ceremony, the
chairman of the Associazione Produttori
Camper (Camper producers’ association),
Paolo Bicci, presented the sought-after prize
to the company. Catching the judges’ eye
were not only the quality and features of its
entry but also the firm’s ability to tackle and
solve the problems of camper life. “As the
culmination of a long process of research
and development on this type of product,
our bed certainly is innovative,” commented
Davide Nardini, the owner of Project 2000
Srl. “But we are especially proud that, in
making their choice, the technical jury recognized our company’s wider commitment to
creating solutions that enhance the comfort
of life on recreational vehicles, which is precisely what we have been doing for the last
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20 years.”
The Salone del Camper Award is now in its
second year, this time attracting 51 product
entries from 27 companies. The only winner
in the Accessories & Components category
was Project 2000’s bed, the first central bed
in the industry to combine as many as three
mechanisms in a single structure. Being
the result of the Tuscan firm’s long
experience in developing bed-lifting mechanisms, the 12658
bed features a self-supporting
structure of adjustable height.
The lower part can be lifted,
allowing access to the storage
compartment, while the upper
part raises to act as a backrest.
The new model makes it possible
to:
- adjust the bed’s height off the floor by
around 305 mm via a manual or electric
mechanism, thus offering an ample storage
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Cost-savings with great performance
SR Mecatronic manufactures technologically advanced, reliable satellite systems. Our carefully planned policy of saving on
superfluous production costs allows us to contain prices, so that we can invest in product quality. With a distribution and customer support network that is increasingly widespread throughout Europe, Australia and New Zealand, SR Mecatronic offers its initial installation services to manufacturers of recreational vehicles
R Mecatronic satellite systems make use
of specially designed robust mechanics,
featuring die-cast aluminum powder
coated casings supported by a powerful
motor. Kinematic parts rotate on sturdy roller
bearings that are silent and free from friction.
The LNB support arm, satellite dish support
studs and power card box are built in anodized
aluminium. These construction specifications
ensure a powerful movement, supported by
hardened carbonitrided steel worm screws and
bronze gears, allowing for perfect, stable and
maintenance-free satellite tracking over time.
The electronic card is protected against reverse
power polarity, short circuits power overloads
by a 5 amp blade fuse. The system’s electronics
are designed to manage a wide range of
errors: maximum strain, in the event that the
dish encounters obstacles which prevent its
rotation during vertical and horizontal rotations; both horizontal and vertical rotation
errors, if the electronics no longer detect the
number of motor revolutions; connection RF
cable to LNB connection failure errors, low-voltage errors (less than 10V); and current unstable errors. Microswitches are completely
watertight and equipped with gold-plated
contacts, ensuring guaranteed contacts over
time. The electronic card on board the unit is
lacquered for protection against moisture, and
the circuits in the electronic box are printed on
a four-layer circuit. The system is equipped
with an alarm that provides a warning if the
satellite dish is open or turned on when the
motorhome is powered on. The satellite search
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Quiet and powerful engines
Weather sealed printed circuit
boards for extreme conditions
in wetlands

Watertight microswitches
with gold contacts ensure
product life durability
Worm screws in hardened carbonitrided
steel and bronze gears, allowing
for perfect and stable satellite tracking
function is totally automated, with the possibility of choosing channels using the Dvbs2
tuner. A very important feature is the unit’s ability to memorize the last position detected,
thereby reducing satellite time searching in

Die-cast aluminium with
a powder-coated paint finish
and thermo-lacquered base
for durable, precise operation

subsequent uses. The control board is designed to function with LEDs or a display, backlit
with 2-lines of 16-characters each, providing
users with clear information on the status of
the satellite system and management of errors.

ASR 680 and 800 updated
he established ASR 680 and ASR 800 series models will also
benefit from the technology featured in the ASR Flat range, while
maintaining their design unaltered, evolving towards the second
generation identified by the initials V2. Mechanical parts feature an
improved gear transmission ratio, with bronze toothed wheels that allow
for faster movements. The motors are now all 12 Volt with related control cards providing improved technical specifications: a more compact
design in height (just 2 cm compared to 4.5 cm for previous versions)
thanks to the adoption of lowered electronic components, with appreciable advantages in terms of installation. What’s more, the typical relay
switching ticking has now disappeared. Updated electronics include an
advanced DVB S2 MP4 Full HD tuner, now offering even higher performances with the latest software evolution providing guaranteed signal
quality on 100% of pointings.

T
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Contacts:
Marco Santoli - General Manager
santoli@srmecatronic.com

Interview with Marco Santoli, CEO of SR Mecatronic
What are the strengths of SR Mecatronic
satellite systems?
“Without a doubt, it’s our excellent
quality/price ratio and value for money.
Compared to other satellite systems on the
market considered top of their range, our
price is surely better and we offer technologically more advanced products. For instance, we’re the only manufacturers to make
use of the DVBS2 tuner, so our units are
already ready for full HD. We have an aftermarket return of less than 1%, which allows
us to extend our product warranty and provide extremely reliable products. We offer a
wide range of products for camper and caravan manufacturers, starting from basic
models that are highly advanced in terms of
technology, to satellite systems with excellent performance levels and functions: the
best on the market. By way of example: in
Belgium and Holland people experience difficulties in satellite reception due to the fact
that some channels use transponders that
require a higher signal quality of at least
82/83%. We can achieve signal levels of
90%, and we offer a vision quality that our
competitors can only dream of”.
Concerning global markets, what is your
strategy for expanding in Europe and in
other areas?
“We’re already present in Australia, New
Zealand and in much of Europe: France,
Spain, Belgium, Luxembourg, Holland,
Switzerland, Austria, Germany, the U.K. and
Sweden. In these countries, we’ve selected
exclusive, well organized distributors capable
of supplying customers within 24 hours.
We’re market leaders in Belgium, and in
2014 we’re expecting to be first in Holland
as well. This year, in Belgium alone we sold
around 600 systems: in a market that registers a little over 2500 motorhome a year,
that’s certainly a significant result. We’ve
created an after-sales service network in
Europe, Australia and New Zealand, with a
customer support team that we personally
train ourselves. There are currently around a
dozen service centers in the Netherlands,
about twenty in France which we’re in the
process of training, and we’re now dealing
with the German market. In addition, we’ve

Booth at Düsseldorf Caravan Salon 2013

opened offices in Strasbourg, with a decentralized warehouse supplying spare parts,
and a telephone support service available ten
hours a day including Saturdays, providing
technical information to our service centers
in any language”.
What are the strengths of your production strategy?
“Our company developed based on my
managerial experience. I spent twenty-five
years working for major European appliance
manufacturers as a project manager, heading dedicated product development teams.
I’ve always interfaced with many divisions
within the company, from marketing to purchasing and sales, in order to create products whose prices and specifications are
attuned with market needs. Today, I can
make use of this wealth of experience in my
own business, organizing production following the logic of multinational corporations,
but with the structure and costs of a small to
mid-sized business. First and foremost, at SR
Mecatronic we try to minimize costs in order
to be able to invest in product quality instead. Our satellite systems are made in Italy,
manufactured using components from selected local suppliers, situated close to our factory. Our production department is well staffed, but we remain a lean organization, allowing us to invest in the quality of our satellite systems, and avoiding economic losses in
terms of additional costs other than those
required for production, thus keeping the
cost of the final product contained. Our
competitors with much larger organizations
are forced to shift over their production to
China or Turkey in order to maintain competitive market prices. And more often than
not, their quality suffers”.
How did the idea of building satellite
systems for recreational vehicles come
about?
“As so often happens, the idea came from
personal necessity. I’m an avid caravanning
fan, and I’d noticed that the market for satellite systems proposed products at very high
costs. Analyzing the potential for this market, I came to the conclusion that the numbers were very interesting, since a satellite

system is an indispensable accessory for tourists traveling outside the borders of their
country in recreational vehicles. At that time,
roughly six years ago, there were few products available and they were very expensive. We started out in 2008, targeting the
Italian market and building a distribution
network with agents throughout the territory. Today, we have around 250 dealers in
Italy, with 30 customer support centers, and
we’re probably market leaders, even though
we don’t have exact figures on our competitors”.
What added value can you offer manufacturers of caravans and motor homes
who want to install your satellite dishes
on their vehicles?
“We have a B2B relationship with manufacturers, i.e. we don’t go through a distributor,
since the latter only provide a support role.
We’re already working with various
European RV manufacturers. And we’re in a
position to satisfy specific OEM installation
needs, providing pre-sized wiring for applications, with customized printed circuits, and if
the logistics allow it we also provide preassembled system that reduce installation
costs and time for manufacturers. We have
an unlimited production capacity, and we
can deliver throughout Europe in just a few
days, whereas we ship out to Australia and
New Zealand by air within a week”.

Booth at Salone del Camper 2013
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Contacts:
Alessandro Rossodivita - Sales Manager
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Tecnoform: “TecnoLed” Concept
On the occasion of the 2013 Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf, Tecnoform presented TecnoLed, a clearly defined concept that is identified in five main areas: modularity, lightness, quality, design and sustainability

ecnoform - leader in the production of furnishings for motorhomes and
caravans - presents TecnoLed, a clearly defined concept that is identified in
five main areas: modularity, lightness, quality, design and sustainability.
Tecnoform continues the tradition started in 2011 by proposing a new and innovative concept: that of modular products. These are design products that are not only
aesthetically pleasing but which are also able to provide a serious competitive
advantage for the customer’s designing skills, since it pertains to a complete unit
ready to be mounted in the vehicle. They can also allow you to maximize the benefits of the project-to-cost approach, already developed in retail chain stores. That
which it would like to provide goes beyond just the product, and focuses on offering the customer tangible benefits and a distinguished service. The light-weight
design, always one of the main properties of Tecnoform products, remains at the
centre of the company’s most important projects. This feature is clearly important
in vehicles like caravans and campers where light-weight furnishing components
offer easier and safer transport. This type of product, developed by the company
over time, is also finding a great deal of success in the boating sector, where, unlike in the past, an object’s weight plays an important role in the development of
eco-friendly and sustainable projects. The modular structures have clean, modern
lines. In agreement with this trend, the choice of flat and glossy materials, following
the motifs of luxury tradition, are generated using innovative technology. White as
a predominant colour
combined with blue
LED lights, which border the openings of the
drawers and doors, give
them a modern design.
All this respects the
quality standards which
the
company
has
always focused on.

T

Tecnoform introduces high gloss coating
he inspiration for the new patent gloss finish was taken
from the marine sector, where Tecnoform has extensive
experience in creating furniture for boating. This cabinetry
with high gloss coating, has been proposed in the current season
and has been very successful in both the U.S. and Europe market.
This technology, using standard materials, allows to have a glossy
effect, as if the surface was lacquered, and also preserves the
lightness of the furniture and with affordable cost.
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